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BPC Token is the newest token that could bring you
gains. BPC is a token that rewards its holders, and

gives them the opportunity to invest in an ever-
growing entertainment industry. It is a first ever film

cryptocurrency with a strong utility fundamentals
insulated with strong tokenomics put together by

experts. Our focus is to build a next-generation
perfect all-in-one forum that promotes social,
financial, and e-commerce prospects for every

person on the planet, giving them an equal freedom
to manage and improve their social connections,

financial security in the metaverse ,while also
rewarding holders for participating in this newest

cryptocurrency
We strive to build an ecosystem built on sound

monetary policies and a solid decentralised
community led foundation.
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It all started with a group of friends who manage
and develop actors and actresses. They developed a

common passion and subsequently got together
with increasing frequency to develop this shared

interest. They came up with an innovative idea
together and started working on a really exciting
entertainment industry based token. After a long
journey of efforts and devotions , we created BPC

Token, first ever film crypto token that rewards the
community in true way.

CREATION OF BPC TOKEN 
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BENEFITS OF BPC TOKEN 
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Open platform for everyone around the
world

Weekly Lottery — one winner who will
earn (50% of the lottery pot)

User Data Security is  foremost
priority of  BPC team

 

 Easy to use platform with great benefits
for investors

Real-life perks to celebrity meet and
greets



Founded by two boutique talent agencies and
management companies in Hollywood to de-

centralize the financing of films.
Purchasing BPC Tokens will give you real-life perks
to celebrity meet and greets, red carpet events, and

token owners can actually participate in the Film
production process.

Behind BPC Token is a movie production enterprise.
Staking your BPC tokens will earn you 3% APY yields,
and toss your luck weekly into the BPC Token lottery

to win thousands each week.

MOVIE PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE
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To enable retailers to accept digital assets for film
industry

To make Blockchain technology and
cryptocurrency accessible by the masses, even if
the majority don’t know how it works

To ensure users own personal data, which will
significantly reduce the current data leaks via
centralized financial systems

Operate as a film industry-focused and
community-driven digital asset, fully
decentralized in every sense of the word.

To create an ecosystem where different solutions
can emerge from a social perspective, including
collaborative applications.

Our mission is to:
 

OUR MISSION
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ECOSYSTEM
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Farms

BPC

Liquidity
Pools

BPC
Wallet

NFT



We understand the frustration and sadness this can
cause investors, to tackle this issue and ensure
investor security, we will be going through multiple
anti- scams audits leading up to our official launch. 

Our social representatives/developers of our project
will reveal themselves to the public through
frequent video chats, Q&As, collaboration video
announcements and much more across our social
media pages. We are excited to reveal ourselves to
the community and look forward to connecting with
you all on a personal level! We pride ourselves on
strong investor/developer relationships and will
answer any general or specific questions that are
asked on our social media pages or if we are
contacted individually.

PROTECTION SCHEME
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HOW IT WORKS ?
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Member Purchases
BPC  Token

Transaction back to
members is fully

auditable.

Members Have a
choice to hold that

token

Members Can swap the
Token

A block is then added to the
chain providing a
transparent record of the
transaction



BPC Token performs two roles during each trade:
liquidity pool (LP) acquisition and fee trading fees.
Several different functions work together to solve
the challenges produced by farming incentives and
price fluctuation making BPC which is paired with
Ethereum and BUSD as a base pair, sustainable.
Taking advantage of this opportunity, we believe
that BPC will develop exponentially and want to
create enormous value for our community.
 Manual burns are a great way to reward and
educate the community therefore, will be
announced by The Big Picture Coin publicly if/when
they occur.
The circumstances and volumes of a manual burn
are disclosed and monitored by the public and the
government. This autonomous liquidity pool
provides stability during greater collapses. It is
important to note that when whales sell large
positions, automatic stop loss prevents the price
from spiking and/or dramatically falling.

LIQUIDITY POOL
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WHY CHOOSE BPC ?
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Using the BPC network, users can easily submit
material, sign it, and make money from it. You
shouldn't give away your material so that
companies may benefit from it. It's time to
reclaim power.

Because our engineers care deeply about privacy
and security, our Network will never use or sell the
data of its users. We don't want to resemble the
vast majority of social media sites. Only you have
access to your personal information.

We are providing you with a lot of facilities
under the one platform where you can utilize
products according to your needs and can use
the BPC  protocol which conveniently.

You have the option of selecting the kind of smart
contract you want when you want to buy some
products. Providing users with the ability to
specify their rights and how they wish to be
compensated for the products they buy to the
blockchain gives them more freedom.

Users Value Focus

Secured User Data Smart Contracts

The BPC Protocol



The sustainability of the project is key to the success of any project. Therefore, we
implemented a winning fee structure, farm mechanics, a dynamic emission system, and

added a burn function. To alleviate some of the early negative sell-pressure we are
implementing a strategy called "AIS" - Always Improving Strategy.

 
Fee structure: 

Part of the fees collected at The BPC will go back into buy-back of BPC token, adding
liquidity, development, marketing, and giving back to the community in the form of

airdrops. 
 
 

Farm Mechanics:
BPC is the native farming token on is earned in all farms and pools to various degrees.
Our native token has a 1% base tax on all transactions. BPC is an innovative asset that

perfectly balances and allows for a multitude of options for investors who want to take full
advantage of the platform. 

 
Dynamics emissions rates -

The BPC is the first farm to use a Dynamic Decentralized Supply Control Algorithm
(D.D.S.C.A.) to determine the farm's emission rate for rewards. The staking is a 3% APY.

SUSTAINABILITY
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STAKING MECHANISM
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Staking is a method of using certain cryptocurrencies to assist in the verification of
transactions on a blockchain network. Investors who participate in staking can earn yields

that are higher than those available from a traditional savings account.
There are penalties for withdrawing too soon.

The staking mechanism of BPC Token is investors friendly. Withdrawal within the first year
deducts 75% of the investment. Withdrawing within the second year deducts 50% of the

investment and withdrawing within the third year deducts 25%.
There are no penalties after that, but the token value will rise over time, the APY is credited
every 30 days, and an early withdrawal includes the most recent APY positive interest. The

staking cap is 150,000,000 BPC Tokens, and this is how BPC Token can provide token
holders with benefits for Token's film production ventures.

 



TOKEN DETAILS
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Token Name------------------------------------------ BPC TOKEN 

Ticker--------------------------------------------------ERC 777 Token 

STAKING CAP----------------------------------------------150,000,000.00 

 Total Supply------------------------------------------6,639,068,860

Network-------------------------------------------------ETHEREUM

 



TOKENOMICS
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Liquidity

Team

Development

Air Drops

100%

13.3%

13.3%

6.7%



ROADMAP
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Phase 1 
Security Audit by Aetitis LLC Certified Audit
Greek Company Formation
Legal Statement in regulation with National
and International regulations
 Launch Token

Phase 2 
Lottery and Staking as Film Production
 Investment Opportunity for Token Owners
Large Marketing Partnership with 10KAdvertising in
Media, Billboard, and Magazine
Television Press Tours

Phase 3 
Film Production and Perks for Token Holders
NFT release and perks for NFT holders for 
the Film Production

Phase 4
 Token Holder International Conferences
Members of the BPC Token community will have
 a voice in making the films
Fan Based Groups and Key-Note Celebrity speakers
Meet and greets

Phase 5
Additional Film Production Projects and a BPC Network Streaming Service



LEGAL DISCLAIMER
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Investment risks

Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and is not suited for all investors. You should carefully

evaluate your investing goals, level of expertise, and risk appetite before opting to trade

cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset.

No Advice: 

This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or make a legally enforceable commitment to

contribute. This white paper also does not constitute any form or part of any opinion that can be construed as

advice, or that can be used to sell or solicit any offer by BPC to purchase our token, nor shall it be construed as

a part of any effect that can be used in the formation of a contract or an investment decision. 

It is our firm conviction that the information provided in this white paper is accurate and up to date and

that all products, services, technical architecture, token distribution, and company timelines are accurate

and up to date. Furthermore, all of these materials may have changed without notice, and they can never be

considered a signatory agreement of advice.

Compliance with tax obligations:

Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining what, if any, taxes, if any, apply to their

transactions. The Website's owners or authors are not responsible for determining which taxes apply to

transactions. 

It is required that you read this legal disclaimer section carefully. If you have any doubts, get advice from legal,

financial, taxation, or other competent law practitioners. All of the information provided here is not intended

to be complete, and it should never be construed as a part of different contractual arrangements.

Limitation of liability

Big Picture Coin shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting from the use of this website's

material, including written material, links to third-party sites, data, quotations, charts, and buy/sell

signals. Please be fully informed about the dangers and expenses of trading assets on the financial

markets (digital or otherwise). ICOs, in particular, are one of the riskiest investing options. There's a

chance you'll lose your whole investment. 

 By accessing or using BPC , including any website hosting BPC service at any time (the Network

Website) or our Application Program Interfaces (API), you signify that you have read, understood and

agreed to be bound by all of the terms and conditions contained in this Agreement (as may be amended

from time time).



THANKS
BIGPICTURECOIN.COM


